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T P D PHE LAN EVELOPMENT ROCESS

Vision Statement

Mission Statement

Campaign Positioning Statement

Message Platform

A company's project should always be backed by a well-defined
vision, much like a restaurant's distinctive cuisine

"Big picture" goals and objectives are the essence of every mission
statement, and they provide the measuring cup for gauging success

More substantive than the mission statement, the campaign
statement(s) define real-world objectives at strategic levels. Based
on the scope and focus of the campaign, a well-defined campaign
always includes covenants the company makes with its customers,

shareholders, employees, etc.

The campaign positioning is defined as a platform, in which the
campaign covenants are then detailed into implementable promises.

Typically, the planks which support the platform are defined by
issues. Each issue is examined, and a cogent message is defined

which expresses the company's planned solution to that issue
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Business Development Master Plan

Master Plan

Marketing Plan

Sales Plan

Implementation Timetable

Message Monitoring

The campaign-level statement(s) and the issue-driven messages
are integrated into a cohesive company-wide Comprehensive

Master Plan by the inclusion of tactical implementations

While the scope of the Comprehensive Master Plan is company-
wide, the Marketing Plan subset is critical because it establishes the

execution of the company's messages

Product sales are always a key focus in every Comprehensive
Master Plan, so it is essential that the Sales Plan subset be tightly

integrated with the Marketing Plan's messages

Putting the Master Plan in motion: A progression of planned tactical
steps forward mapped out on a project schedule, which includes

anticipated milestones to be achieved

MarkeTech's proprietary tactic of monitoring feedback from the
messages which have been distributed into the marketplace, then
synchronizing the feedback with the company's sales performance

in order to enhance revenues by "tweaking" the outbound
messages and/or plan of attack

"We never know how high we are
Till we are called to rise
And then, if we are true to plan
Our statures touch the skies."

Emily Dickinson
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Client Business Plan Makeover
Re-energize your company's most important document



MarkeTech's Tactical Plan

MAGAZINES

(Print)

Feature Articles

Product Reviews/Tests

Contributed Columns/Op Ed

Letters To The Editor

Always pushing for its clients on the cover, MarkeTech pre-books client
space in magazine Feature Articles months in advance, using that lead
time to optimize the client's impact

Getting that all-important magazine "seal of approval" can be tricky, which
is why MarkeTech never lets its clients go it alone

MarkeTech and your company's technical team create an
installers/users guide specifically to facilitate a magazine lab's
successful testing of your company's product

The original BLOG, MarkeTech uses this platform to get your company's
insightful messages in the first pages of hand-picked magazines

One of many magazine's most-read sections, MarkeTech places its clients'
often-personal messages here, but the letter's author isn't always the client

-- Product Reviewers' Guides

NEWSPAPERS

(Print)

These days, print newspapers are not where everyone
munches on news and messages, but they're still the favorite

food haunts of the business-dining community

Fast Food: MarkeTech submits your perspectives and opinions on current
news relevant to your company

Getting ink from leftovers is okay, and our sous-chefs are always cooking
up a quick message to submit that garners column inches for you

This dinosaur has been revitalized by MarkeTech's master chef to make
editors pay attention, and to also deliver meaningful customer prospects

Clients' "holy grail" of success in print newspapers, MarkeTech puts sizzle
in its clients' story and serves it up on a silver platter

Contributed Columns/Op Ed

Letters To The Editor

News Releases

Feature Articles

"B -D " C CIZ EV ONNAISSEUR REATIONS

"Journalists are MarkeTech's targeted restaurant critics who know
'good eats' when they taste them, and who then tell the world about
which companies are serving up the best gastronomic feasts."

Joan R. Naidish
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NEWSPAPERS

(Electronic)

As print newspapers become virtual publications,
their journalists are realizing that they can truly
"talk turkey" on their websites, which opens up
exciting opportunities for MarkeTech's clients

MarkeTech's unique "just-in-time" information dissemination tactics deliver
ad hoc messages that piggyback on current issues online

Our chefs are always shopping for such off-the-beaten-path food bazaars
to post your compelling messages

MarkeTech's meal planners help clients make a feast out of being
published electronically, with cross-promotional links, pseudo-websites,
bonus distributions, self-circulating to targeted micro-audiences, as well as
through proven viral and guerilla marketing methodologies

Comments

Chat Rooms

Cross-Promoting Your eNewspaper Presence

(See also "The Internet" section on page 6)

"Amazingly, even though MarkeTech's team has over 30 years as
magazine publishers and editors, almost every prospective client I

meet thinks that the only difference between magazines and newspapers
is the amount of ink left on one's fingers after reading them."

Hints & How-To Ideas

News Releases

"Advertorials"

PRAdvertising

Editorial Calendar

Tasty morsels that our creative writers get into print with a focus on your
company's innovative and creative solutions to end-user problems

Except for trade publications, most magazines consider news releases as
last-minute fillers, which rarely ever get into print. MarkeTech uses its clients'
news releases as a tempting appetizer that makes editors want to eat more

The equivalent of TV's infomercials, these paid editorial-looking pieces work
quite well, especially in trade magazines. MarkeTech's in-house advertising
agency designs and produces advertorials that consistently get attention and
generate qualified sales leads

MarkeTech's merging of PR and Advertising...a secret recipe

Database calendar of publications which are planning coverage of your
market sector or product category

J.R. Naidish



MarkeTech's Tactical Plan Implementation Techniques
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OMPANY EWSLETTERS

OMPANY EWSLETTERS

(External Distribution)

(Internal Distribution)

Sure-fire way to keep your key contacts, influencers,
evangelists -- as well as existing and prospective customers --

up to speed on what's new and exciting in your company

MarkeTech creates multiple versions of each eNewsletter edition with a
slant toward the targeted recipient, so that the content has unique appeal to
a pre-identified category of readers

Your eNewsletter on paper ("en papillote"), for those targeted recipients
who don't want (or can't be sent) the electronic version

The newsletter equivalent of reheating leftovers, the News Capsule repack-
ages your company's recent press clippings, articles, etc., then sent to
those whom you want to make sure receive all your compelling messages

Executive summaries of your company's published news releases, but
warmed over and infused with a fresh slant. Newsletters afford a more
casual communications style, so saying the same thing, but differently,
often drives home those messages more effectively

___________________________

Once the mainstay for in-house communications in every company, the
Company Newsletter fell out of popularity in the late 1980s. But, it's back
and is now a highly-sophisticated internal messaging medium that brings
workplace cohesion and builds team spirit in the workforce

eNewsletters

Print Newsletters

News Capsules

News Releases

Chat Rooms

Cross-Promoting Your eMagazine Presence

Concurrent Message Monitoring (CMM)

Media Contact Database

Remember the old bulletin boards? Chat Rooms are already heading that
way, but they still are viable for posting your company's messages

MarkeTech's meal planners help clients make a feast out of being
published electronically, with cross-promotional links, pseudo-
websites, bonus distributions, self-circulating to
targeted micro-audiences, as well as through
proven viral and guerilla marketing methodologies

MarkeTech's exclusive CMM monitors eMagazines
and mines the feedback to generate sales leads

MarkeTech's extensive journalist-contacts are its secret
to delivering major "ink" for its clients

MAGAZINES

(Electronic)

"I like eMagazines as a preferred news and information
channel for my company, because no one ever throws out
the electronic version of these publications. Our articles will
still be read online months from now."

Sophisticated feature articles, with complex graphics, sidebars, etc., are
relatively rare in today's eMagazines. But even without the benefit of one
image being worth a thousand words, properly-prepared online feature
articles can actually outperform their print-version counterparts

MarkeTech's unique "just-in-time" information dissemination tactics deliver
ad hoc messages that piggyback on current issues online

MarkeTech client

Feature Articles

Comments

T IHE NTERNET

Social Media

MarkeTech delivers Web 2.5's "rich and compelling content" that keeps
your pipeline active

Web Design/Development

Internet Marketing

Webcasts/Podcasts/Webinars

Blogs

Web Demos

Websites

Our award-winning web site developers will create, or remake, your site
into a revenue-generating B2B hotspot on the Net. Contact us for details
and free consult.

Everything from market relations infrastructure to eCRM

Viable sales/marketing tools if done properly

Web-based evangelists and influencers disseminate your company's
messages in writings or with videos

Posting remote product demonstrations creates good "Net-buzz" for your
saleforce to exploit

A MarkeTech exclusive: Viral marketing and sales via self-promoting
satellite websites enhance exposure to your company's messages

Pseudo

"Just having a website isn't enough anymore. Clients need a
full-blown ' -- being web-everywhere all the time."web presence'

Jump Start Research
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"No matter how often
it happens, there's just

something magic about seeing
my company's name in print."

MarkeTech client about
his company's article in
The Wall Street Journal

As us about our money-back guarantee!



MarkeTech's "Sales Force Collateral" products shown here are
representational only, as our firm customizes all of the products
to fit the specific sales strategies and tactics of each company's
sales force, as well as to ensure consistent business development
messaging in all of the sales literature.

See MarkeTech's separate "Services Menu" for more offerings in
guerilla and viral selling, sales mentoring programs, etc.

_____________________________

"MarkeTech's offices' strategic location near Hollywood's
major TV and movie production facilities gives it a unique

advantage with clients wanting professional media exposure."

Post-Production Company Executive
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A Star Is Born

I Wanna Be In Pictures. . .

IPTV

[Trump]

Experience the ultimate in company-focused media, as MarkeTech writes
and produces a feature movie. Not a documentary!

Nicholas Negroponte was right! Internet multimedia now extends to your
target audiences' TVs, and by 2010, some 20% of all households will be
IPTV enabled. MarkeTech exploits the latest connectivity to maximize your
sales and marketing campaigns

If "The Donald" can do it, so can you! Technology executives
wanting celeb status get it at MarkeTech

Customer Profile

Competitive Analysis

Company Backgrounder

Company Fact Sheet

Promotional Selling Aids

Satisfied Customer Assurance Aids

(Interview Sheet)

Based on guerilla selling methodologies, simple, non-threatening questions
to ask customers that yield valuable data useful in closing the deal

Stats, figures, charts, graphs, etc., all choreographed to skewer your
competitors without the risk of your prospective customer realizing it

Packed with marketing messages which MarkeTech has reshaped into
selling messages, this document is mistakenly often overlooked as an
effective sales tool for overcoming buyer resistance

Data points that show your company's success in a way that reassures
customer prospects that your products are backed by a solid business

Never visit a potential customer without a gift in hand. Trash those trite
tradeshow trinkets, as MarkeTech's trained personal shoppers help you
select a unique and unforgettable something special for each of your
sales prospects

Periodic "thank you's" and special treats sent on your behalf to your
existing customers to facilitate that reorder, renewal, or upsell opportunity

MarkeTech

Products Menu

Implementation Techniques

S F CALES ORCE OLLATERAL

MarkeTech's Products That Enhance Sales Success

Sales Presentation

Video Presentation

Product Data Sheets

Product Application Notes

Customer Case Studies

Product FAQs

Salespersons' Scripts

Whether hardcopy documents or an elegant slide show, a message-
laden sales presentation is usually the heart of a sales meeting.
MarkeTech's in-house ad agency specializes in interactive slide shows
that come alive with animation, special effects, hyperlinks, embedded
video, etc., ensuring that your sales presentation has plenty of "WOW!"

Just as most people eat with their eyes, some prospective customers often
respond better to the visual messages only video can deliver

Must-haves in any salesperson's product literature, MarkeTech integrates
your company's messages and, if necessary, reworks the documents to
optimize prospective customer responses

Usually dry and totally engineering focused, MarkeTech weaves in
customer benefits and other messages that make these otherwise static
documents solid selling tools

Your satisfied customers evangelize your company's products. MarkeTech
makes them great selling tools that help dispel or overcome prospective
customers' objections

Often mostly focused on technical issues, they are rewritten to have every
answer include a customer benefit

Used by all the pros, scripted talking points that walk prospective
customers through your sales funnel -- and into a contract

M B =
3

M -M M BULTI EDIA ESSAGE ROADCASTING

"Edutainment" for television, movies, radio, Internet, etc.

Product Placement

Grass Roots Commercials

Ever wonder how Apple laptops get into almost every movie and TV
show? MarkeTech specializes in getting your products "placed"

Reality commercials are hot! Consider having MarkeTech dish up a fiery
home-brewed-looking commercial that airs for free on the Internet, or on TV

"Techie Talk"

Community Broadcasting

Your executives get booked on both national and local TV and radio
"techie talk" programs

Not a lot of audience, but the pricing is dirt cheap, and MarkeTech
can syndicate the 30-minute segment to air on TV in many major cities
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MarkeTech's Tactical Plan

Professional document writing at

to-the-trade wholesale prices with

MarkeTech's subsidiary JSC-DIRECT JSC-DIRECT



MarkeTech's Tactical Plan

E S EXECUTIVE PEAKING NGAGEMENTS

Your company's top guns take to the dais

The Big Speech

Speaker Abstracts

Slide Shows

Video Presentation

Speaking Calendar

MarkeTech gets bookings for its clients' executives as guest speakers at
trade shows, conferences, and seminars. Our firm then writes the speech
script, rehearses the speaker, creates advanced publicity for the big speech
and, if necessary, even accompanies the speaker to the event

A brief profile of the speaker and his/her topic, used to stimulate
attendance and audience participation

Although more and more conference centers and hotels are providing
state-of-the-art multimedia equipment, the tried-and-true slide show is still
the most reliable speaker delivery vehicle. MarkeTech has a full-service
in-house ad agency which creates professional-quality slide shows
that command audience attention

Hardcopy versions of the slide show are distributed to the
audience prior to MarkeTech's star executive taking the stage

If the event organizers have full-blown multi-media equipment, MarkeTech
exploits that opportunity by creating a powerful multi-media experience that
rivals any Hollywood production, thereby ensuring the company speaker
that his/her speech will be memorable

MarkeTech researches upcoming trade shows, conferences, seminars and
creates a calendar of potential speaking engagements for your executives

-- Handouts

(See the "M3B" section on page 7 for more details)

"Speech finely framed delighteth the ears."

Second Book of the Maccabees 15:39

C RUSTOM EPORTS

Measuring results requires good research and reliable info,
in order to act upon the "intel"

Market Monitor
TM

(Perception Tracking)

-- Press/Media/Evangelists/Influencers

-- Customer Surveys

-- Focus Groups

Your company's vision and mission statements are expressions of how the
world should ideally perceive you and, by tracking perceptions,
MarkeTech's proprietary Market Monitor is the ideal tool for measuring how
well your company is achieving those expressions

The opinions of these prime movers carries substantial weight

Although there is an inherent slight bias in the information gathered
from this camp, their feedback is important

An '80s industry craze for product development research, MarkeTech
has reshaped this activity to test perception-driven messages
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-- Competitive Analysis

-- Trade Shows, Conferences, Seminars

MarkeTech aggressively pursues reliable information about what
the competition is doing to your company's desired perceptions

MarkeTech exploits these events as excellent opportunities to gather
G2 from a wide variety of industry sources

From all of the above, as well as from other information-gathering
techniques, MarkeTech prepares a comprehensive "intel" report, a full
analysis of the final findings, and a detailed solution-focused action plan
which it will deploy

Research Results (Analysis & Action Plan)
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Implementation Techniques

B CUSINESS OLLATERAL

Portfolio of standard documents every company
needs for effective B2B sales and marketing

Business Presentation

Video Presentation

Company Backgrounder

Company Fact Sheet

Case Studies

Competitive Positioning

FAQs

MarkeTech avoids the usual documentary format and, instead, produces a
more interesting and meaningful visual story about your company

Historical description of your company, its milestones achieved, growth,
products, management team, etc.

A brief snapshot of your company's vital statistics

Testimonials from a variety of sources, such as customers, channel
partners, allies, etc., and their perceptions validate your company

White papers, treatises, or discussions that define your company's
position on current trends, issues, technologies, etc.

Focused on the tough issue-based questions, MarkeTech provides
answers which reflect your company's vision and mission in a manner that
extolls your business virtues

Typically a slide show, most companies make this a summary of all items
below here. MarkeTech's approach focuses on those critical vision and
mission statements which the business presentation audience must
understand in order to better interpret and appreciate the items below.

MarkeTech

Products Menu

AWARDS

MarkeTech's clients are award winners

Pre- and Post-Award Messaging

Awards Calendar

A series of MarkeTech's well-timed messages maximizes your company's
award submittal activities

MarkeTech's comprehensive database of industry-wide award programs
allows your company to be competitive in its pursuit of award honors



"My firm's ideal client would be an executive who
promptly returns my phone calls. The primary reason

why client projects fail is because of this simple --
yet fatal -- flaw."

J.R. Naidish
(Presentation to entrepreneurs

at the MIT/CalTech Forum)

"Every MarkeTech client deserves at least one message
each week broadcast into the world! That's why we are
dedicated to delivering

news/information dissemination."
'anytime, anywhere, to-anyone''

J.R. Naidish

MarkeTech's

Bistro Special"Blitz Buffet"

T M M LHE ARSHALL C UHAN

Today's Bistro "Blitz Buffet" Special features MarkeTech's
latest technology breakthrough. News, information, and
compelling messages about your company and its products
can now be disseminated on the fly across mutiple media,
providing the world's first "anytime/anywhere/to-anyone"
communication capability.

Our Special is named after the communication-technology
visionary who coined the phrase "The medium is the
message" in his 1964 book . His 1967
book used that phrase as its title, and in which he wrote
"The new electronic interdependence recreates the world in
the image of a global village."

Understanding Media

Contact Us:

MarkeTech
7021 Vicky Avenue
West Hills, CA 91307

www.marketechcom.com

E-mail:

Phone:

Fax:

(818) 883-9895

(818) 883-5706

info@marketechcom.com




